TRIO MODULE CHANGES – VERSION W1608A

August 11, 2016



Corrected an issue causing names to wrap early and place the wrapped name in
the third address field.
Corrected an issue in the process for calculating certified mail fees which allows
the system to apply fees separately for each recipient. This was excluding a fee
for new owner in certain cases and has now been resolved.



Manual Entry of warrant numbers will no longer allow more than 4 digits.



Corrected an issue causing the Personal Property executable file to remain open
after closing out of the program in TRIO. This was causing an "already running"
error to come up when going back into the program. This is now resolved.



Corrected an issue in inventory removal that was causing inventory with an
identical number to be removed inadvertently.
VIN Check Digit message should now only come up when there is a possible
discrepancy.
Fixed an issue causing an issue during the Fleet Registration process which was
essentially not returning to the registration listing to register the next vehicle.
Fixed an error occurring on older year vehicles which was preventing transit
plates from being processed.
Corrected an issue causing the "Process as New Registration" option on the
Transfer Analysis screen to close itself. This will now properly process the new
registration as expected.










Updated Tax Rate Calculation Form and Enhanced BETE worksheets for 2016



The latest vehicles have been added to the Red/Bluebook data.
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Adjusted the way printers/default printers are reset when printing labels and
certified mailers.
Removed a prompt that was checking sales tax amounts as it was continuing to
prompt after the fix was done.
Added search criteria to comments report for both range by name or range by
date. Date will only work going forward for all comments saved from the date
of the update.
Added the ability to edit the "Collector Title" in the lien process. Users may
manually input that designation. Also fixed an issue with blank line printing in
the signature line relating to the entity/corporation designation.
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